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Consumers don’t shop with any preconceived plans for the channels they will be
using nor do they follow any predetermined sequence -- searching, exploring,
comparing and shopping -- in their so called “path to purchase.” After the explosion
of digital endpoints in the last decade, retailers had focused on these endpoints
individually, but they are now evolving fast to a more seamless, channel agnostic
customer engagement strategy to match with the innate shopping behavior of their
customers. In this interwoven world of digital and physical channels, retailers need a
strategy where stores and digital channels coexist and complement each other to
maximize experience and convenience for customers. To make this happen, it is
critical for retailers to understand their customers’ behavior patterns across all
channels and start connecting with them, in that moment, as a “segment of one”
based on who they are, what they are looking for and how they would like to shop.



The Next Gen

Customer
Engagement ...
Event-Driven, Real-Time and Context Aware

ZineOne's next gen Customer Engagement Hub is the industry's only stream
processing and machine learning platform optimized for contextual and real-time
customer engagement in stores and across all digital channels. It enables retailers
and brands implement a unified engagement strategy by seamlessly stitching
together customer’s in-the-moment activity with data residing in various enterprise
systems to orchestrate hyper-personalized interactions within milliseconds. In other
words, we empower enterprises to engage with their customers, in their most
relevant and immediate context, while they are still on the brand’s channel ... and
not after they have left.
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ZineOne’s plug and play orchestration layer sits on top of the retailers’ digital 
and physical channels,  enterprise systems, as well as external systems to:

Real-Time A/B Test 
and Target  

Take Smart Triggers-Driven 
Actions in Real Time

Model Customer Profile 
with Dynamic Context 

By 2020, event-sourced, real-time situational 
awareness will be a required characteristic for 

80% of digital business solutions. 
Source: The State of Customer Experience 
Technologies and Their Impact to Your 
Application Strategy, Gartner 2017

ZineOne gathers, correlates and enriches customer data from digital and offline sources to help
retailers understand their customers’ intent based on their real-time activity and past interactions
with the brand. Our SDKs, pre-built connectors, tag management and APIs bring in profile and
transaction data from disparate systems, such as order management, POS, inventory, pricing, and
promotional offer systems. The system then correlates this data to the customer’s real-time
activity on any channel, such as websites, mobile web or mobile app. ZineOne, further enriches
the data by adding user attributes from the enterprise’s internal systems, such as loyalty, as well
as from external systems, such as weather, social profile and news. ZineOne then pulls in all this
information and distills it to create a single user profile across all channels, a 360°customer profile
and context that is updated on a real-time basis.

360°Customer Profile and Context

Smart triggers are the centerpiece of ZineOne’s platform and they bring a unique intelligence from
data in motion to discover points of influence in the buyer journey where an intervention by the
retailer could yield the best possible results. The platform analyzes real-time data streams within a
dynamic time window to identify salient events, patterns, trends, outliers, action/inaction,
location, and so on. The system computes these triggers from explicit rules or through ML
algorithms. The business user can select the triggers they want to take immediate action on,
based priorities or custom policies. This in-memory recognition of triggers spurs a meaningful
interaction between the brand and its customer that is truly relevant to the customer’s in-the-
moment context.

Smart Triggers Driven Real-Time Actions

ZineOne platform enables fast, agile and configurable A/B and multivariate test and target in a
real-time mode. Batch test and target had its decade. Now with the plethora of digital devices and
shopping, real-time testing and targeting of various interactions, messages and experiences is
required. ZineOne’s platform enables business users to administer these interactions and start
seeing the responses in real-time via our closed-loop console.

Real-Time A/B Test and Target  



Use Cases

Channel Agnostic 
Customer Engagement

• Anonymized to personalized online and 
in-store digital engagement

• Event-driven contextual  
recommendations based on weather, 
sports, life events, annual events 

• Proximity offers based on customer 
attributes, wish lists, cart information,  
inventory and location

Loyalty 
Enhancement

• Activity-based loyalty point reminders 
when customer browses products 
online or enters the store

• Personalized price on products based 
on customer’s reward balance  

• Contextual information about attaining 
the next level of membership  to avail 
free shipping and other benefits

Micro-Targeting 
Within Stores

Influence customers’ in-store behavior 
through micro location based on their 
online activity:

• When  customers are in the vicinity of 
the department that has an item they 
had “liked” online, and

• there is a deal on that item, 

• and the item is in inventory 

• then let the customer know about it

Store Associate 
Enablement

Keep store associates updated in real time 
about every customer they talk to with 
information on:

• Past purchases

• Browsing history

• Wish lists

• Cart 

• Life events



ZineOne enables retailers and brands offer data-driven, seamless customer engagement across
stores and digital channels to boost loyalty and increase conversions. Our platform helps
enterprises drive hyper-personalized, in-the-moment customer interactions that produce 10x
higher response rates than their current systems.

Why ZineOne?

In-the Moment Loyalty Reminders

Revenue per Visit

+90%
Conversion Rate

+93%

Add to Cart Rate
+43%

Bounce Rate 

-30%

• Business users gain control to dynamically modify customer experience with significantly lower
engineering burden. ZineOne’s SaaS-based deployment reduces the engineering effort by 75%
and requires about 3-4 weeks on a per use case basis, reducing the time-to-market

• ZineOne’s SDKs enable an enterprise to process live data streams from multiple digital sources
to discover patterns and identify triggers that initiate contextual actions in real time.
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For More Information

To learn more about the ZineOne visit our website at zineone.com or send us a message to 
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Connect with us

KEY BENEFITS INCLUDE:

• Increase in response rates that drives various forms of conversion and task completion rates
and directly impacts business KPIs, such as revenue growth. Shown below is a typical uptake in
customer loyalty driven conversion rates for US Retailers on our platform.

https://www.facebook.com/ZineOne
https://twitter.com/Zine_One
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zineone

